Press Release
A1 Partners changes name to Wilson Offshore and Christian W. Berg to be appointed as Chairman
of the Board at the upcoming GM
Wilson Offshore owns and operates a fleet of 8 vessels, whereby 6 vessels are converted to serve as
specialist vessels in the global Offshore Wind Market. The remaining vessels that are not suited for
such operation will be considered for sale.
The company will close its Head-Office in Svendborg (DK) and World Marine Offshore will be taking
over the full commercial and operational management of the fleet. As a natural consequence, the
Interim CEO, Kim Wichman-Hansen, will also end his employment with the company at the 15th of
January and move on to the next chapter of his career. We would like to thank Kim for his
contribution to restructure and enable the company to move forward.
World Marine Offshore is well established in the Global Offshore Wind Sector as a solutions provider
for turnkey offshore logistics and maritime management. Christian W. Berg has previously served as
CEO in Viking Supply Ships and GC Rieber Shipping, he currently holds the position as CEO of Bech
Offshore; “Wilson Offshore have a purpose-built fleet set to serve the rapidly growing Offshore Wind
Sector, the focus going forward will be to establish the company as a leading provider of high-end
Vessels and to prepare the company for future growth.”, says Mr Berg.
Background;
The company was started in 2017 and have taken advantage of the downturn in the Offshore
Oil&Gas market by converting high-end Platform Supply Vessels to specialized vessels such as Walk
to Work and accommodation. Wilson Offshore is a privately owned company, in October 2018 Mr
Soren Toft-Jensen became the majority owner of the company.
Contact;
Christian W. Berg
Tel : +47 974 05 553
Mail : cwb@bechoffshore.com
Wilson Offshore – www.wilsonoffshore.com
World Marine Offshore - https://wm-offshore.com/

